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Featuring: Place in Time and Secret GardenEaster Tag

Product and Supplies List:

Graphic 45 Papers:
Secret Garden: Springtime, Seed 
Fairy, Sun Kissed, Meadow Lark
Place in Time: March Cut-Aparts
Ivory Cardstock
LLavendar Ink, Clear ink (Versamark 
Ink) and Distress Ink
Stamps: PSX
Tag Die Cuts
Flowers
Seam Binding: Really Reasonable 
Ribbon
FFine Glitter
Grommet
Adhesive
Tools: Micro tip scissors; 
Postage-edge scissors; hole punch, 
Foam Brush

by Gloria Stengel

1. Cut four tags 6 1/4 x 3 1/8 inches. Cut 
one from cream cardstock, one from Secret 
Garden Meadow Lark, and two from Secret 
Garden Sun Kissed.

2. Glue one of the Sun Kissed (purple) tags 
to the back of the cream cardstock tag. Glue 
the Meadow Lark (green) tag to the front of 
the cardstock tag. Tear the bottom edge of 
the second Sun Kissed tag, on a diagonal as 
shown, and glue it to the Meadow Lark tag.
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3. Smudge white ink or paint around the 
edges of the tag. Attach a white grommet to 
the hole in the top of the tag. Allow ink or 
paint to dry.

9. Rub the paper flowers with Versa Mark ink 
and sprinkle with fine glitter. Tap off excess 
and glue flowers to the bottom right corner of 
the tag as shown.

10. Using alcohol ink, dye two lengths of seam 
binding. Spray with water and dry with a heat 
tool. Tie the seam binding through the hole at 
the top of the tag.

Enjoy your tag!

4. From Secret Garden Springtime paper 
trim the image of the little girls under the 
tree. Trim one "violet" postage image from 
Secret Garden Seed Fairy paper. From Place 
in Time March Cut-Apart paper, trim one 
March postage image and fussy cut the 
postcard words and cancelation mark from 
ththe March postcard image. Use 
postage-edge decorative scissors to trim
out the postage stamp images as shown.

6. Using dimensional adhesive, attach the 
image of the girls to the center of the tag. 
Glue the fussy cut postcard words to the 
bottom of the image.

8. Rub the edges of the sentiment with 
Versamark ink and sprinkle the wet ink with 
fine glitter.

7. Glue the postage stamp images to the top 
of the main image as shown.

5. Stamp a sentiment onto cream cardstock 
with brown dye ink. Cut out with 
postage-edge scissors or a postage die cut 
template. Rub the edges with purple ink.


